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Background: Pain is highly prevalent in Parkinson’s disease and is associated with
significant reduction in health-related quality of life. Subthalamic deep brain stimulation
can produce significant pain relief in a subset of patients after surgery. However, the
mechanism by which deep brain stimulation modulates sensory function in Parkinson’s
disease remains uncertain.
Objective: To describe the motor and pain outcomes of deep brain stimulation applied
to a series of patients with Parkinson’s disease and to determine whether the structural
connectivity between the volume of tissue activated and different regions of the brain
was associated with the changes of these outcomes after surgery.
Methods: Data from a long-term prospective cohort of 32 Parkinson’s disease patients
with subthalamic stimulation were combined with available human connectome to
identify connections consistently associated with clinical improvement (Unified Parkinson
Disease Rating Scale), pain intensity, and experimental cold pain threshold after surgery.
Results: The connectivity between the volume of tissue activated and a distributed
network of sensory brain regions (prefrontal, insular and cingulate cortex, and postcentral
gyrus) was inversely correlated with pain intensity improvement and reduced sensitivity
to cold pain after surgery (p < 0.01). The connectivity strength with the supplementary
motor area positively correlated with motor and pain threshold improvement (p < 0.05).
Conclusions: These data suggest that the pattern of the connectivity between the
region stimulated and specific brain cortical area might be responsible, in part, for the
successful control of motor and pain symptoms by subthalamic deep brain stimulation
in Parkinson’s disease.
Keywords: deep brain stimulation, connectivity, pain, sensibility, Parkinson’s disease
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INTRODUCTION

according to the UKPD Society Brain Bank (17) who underwent
STN DBS due to refractory motor complications were included.
The patients had their motor (UPDRS-III) and pain scales
prospectively evaluated before and 12 months after surgery. All
implanted DBS electrodes were Medtronic 3387 (Minneapolis,
MN, USA). This study was approved by our institution’s ethics
review board and registered in the clinical research database (#
0105/10). All patients were informed about the procedures in this
protocol and gave informed consent to participate.

Pain has a prevalence of 40–85% in Parkinson’s disease (PD)
patients (1, 2) and is related with a significant reduction in
their quality of life (3). Subthalamic deep brain stimulation
(STN DBS) is an effective treatment for the motor symptoms
of PD (4), but it also ameliorates non-motor symptoms, such
as pain (5). It has been shown that STN DBS can produce
significant pain relief in more than 80% of PD patients and
might be a major driver of quality of life improvement in the
long term after DBS (5, 6). Besides pain intensity reduction,
some studies have proposed that DBS can modulate conscious
perception of sensory function, increasing the abnormally low
sensory detection and pain thresholds seen in PD toward normal
values (7–9). However, the mechanism by which DBS modulates
sensory function in PD remains uncertain. Studies have failed to
find a correlation between the amount of motor improvement
and pain improvement after surgery, which is inconsistent
with the musculogenic theory of pain in PD and suggests a
more complex relationship among pain improvement, sensory
changes, and motor improvement after surgery (10, 11).
Studies have demonstrated that the benefit of locally applied
DBS to the STN might rely on the modulation of distant brain
areas connected to the stimulation spot, through antidromic
activation of neuronal somas, passing fibers, and afferent
terminals from the cortex (12, 13). These remote influences of
DBS can be measured by studying the fiber tracts that structurally
connect both the volume of the tissue activated (VTA) and
the corresponding distant area. Recently, the strength of the
connectivity between the VTA and the supplementary motor area
(SMA) was positively correlated with the motor response in a
cohort of PD patients receiving STN DBS (14). This opens the
fascinating possibility of tailoring the exact hot spot stimulation
site to obtain clinical effects that are meaningful for the patient.
However, while this possibility starts to sprout for the control
of motor symptoms, no information exists concerning that “hot
connectivity spot” related to non-motor symptom improvement
after surgery, and pain in particular.
In PD, there is an abnormal functional overactivity in pain
processing regions, such as the insula, the cingulate cortex, and
the prefrontal cortex (8, 11), and fibers from these areas are
known to reach the STN (15). In light of such a networkbased mechanism of DBS action and motivated by our preceding
connectivity study on motor symptoms, we explored the pain
outcomes of DBS applied to a cohort of PD patients previously
reported by our group (5, 9) in an attempt to determine whether
the connectivity profile between a patient’s DBS-VTAs and
specific brain regions could correlate with pain intensity and
thermic pain threshold changes after surgery, using an available
human connectome data set (16).

Postoperative tomography was coregistered to preoperative T1and T2-weighted MRI using SPM12 and then normalized into
ICBM 2009b NLIN asymmetric space using the SyN method
(http://stnava.github.io/ANTs/) (20). Brainshift was corrected
when present. The DBS electrode contacts were located within
Montreal Neurological Institute space using Lead-DBS software
(http://www.lead-dbs.org) (21). Once the electrode was localized,
the VTA of the active contact (cathode) was estimated using a
heuristic stimulation algorithm previously described by Dembek
et al. (22). The VTA was based on patient-specific stimulation
parameters recorded 12 months after surgery. The overlap
between the VTA and the STN was calculated in mm3 . The
sum of the two overlapping VTA/STN volumes from both
hemispheres was correlated with the percent change in VAS
and cold pain threshold in order to analyze whether the area
stimulated inside the STN could influence pain outcomes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Connectivity Analysis

Pain Assessment
Detailed protocol has been previously published (5, 9).
Briefly, all participants underwent a quantitative sensory
testing intended to assess temperature pain thresholds. The
evaluations were performed before surgery in an off-medication
condition and 12 months after surgery during off-medication/onstimulation conditions. Tests were performed bilaterally on
thenar eminences. A contact thermode was placed over the
thenar eminence at a neutral temperature (32◦ C). Heat and cold
pain thresholds (HPT, CPT) were assessed by the methods of
limits (1◦ C/s change from 32◦ C). Temperatures were maintained
within the range of 0–50◦ C to protect participants from thermal
cutaneous injuries (9). Besides quantitative sensory testing
analysis, all patients were classified as having pain directly related
to PD (triggered by PD), i.e., pain temporally related to the
disease course and that fluctuates according to the motor status
and/or improves with antiparkinsonian drugs (18, 19). Nonparkinsonian-pain (pain related to etiologies other than PD)
was not included. Pain intensity was measured with a 100-mm
visual analog scale (0 = no pain, 100 = worst pain) (3) and the
concerned patient’s “pain in general.”

Lead Location and Volume of Tissue
Activated

Using VTAs as seed regions, structural connectivity estimates
were analyzed using a normative structural connectome, which
consists of high-density normative fibertracts based on 20
subjects (16). Global fiber-tracking was performed using Gibb’s
tracking method (23). Structural connectivity was calculated by

Patients and Study Design
This study presents original imaging results from a previous
clinical study on the effects of DBS on non-motor symptoms in
PD (5, 9) In the present analyses, 32 patients with idiopathic PD
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7.8, after = 13.0 ± 8.4; right side before = 18.1 ± 7.0, after = 10.3
± 6.4; p = 0.007 and 0.003, respectively). There were no changes
in the HPT after surgery (left side before = 41.1 ± 5.1, after =
41.7 ± 4.7; right side before = 41.4 ± 4.4, after = 42.0 ± 5.6, p
> 0.05). No correlation was found between the change in pain
intensity (VAS) and the CPT (left side, r = 0.221, p = 0.800; right
side, r = 0.114, p = 0.123) and between VAS and the CPT with
motor response to STN DBS (p > 0.05).
Once it was determined that both VAS and the CPT changed
after surgery, but did not correlate with each other, imaging
analysis was performed based on these two variables in order
to determine whether the STN volume was stimulated and the
connectivity pattern between the VTA and sensory cortical areas
could account for these changes.

extracting tracts passing through VTA and calculating the fiber
counts in a voxel-wise fashion in specific brain areas (16). Brain
parcellations were defined according to the human HarvardOxford atlas, a probabilistic atlas covering 48 cortical and 21
subcortical structural areas, derived from structural data and
segmentations (24). For pain correlation, we included pairs of
sensory regions of interest related to classic pain circuitry and
previously reported to be affected in PD (25–27): prefrontal
cortex, insular cortex, cingulate gyrus anterior division, and post
central gyrus (Supplementary Figure 1) (8, 28). Finally, for pain
and DBS motor response, we also analyzed the correlation of
VTA with the SMA, previously associated with the improvement
of motor symptoms in PD (14) but also linked with pain
modulation (discussed below).

Statistical Analysis

Contact Position and Imaging Analysis

Motor function (UPDRS-III), pain intensity (VAS), and sensory
thresholds (HPT and CPT) were expressed as average ± standard
deviation. Because the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test disclosed that
the values did not have a normal distribution, Wilcoxon signed
rank test was applied. Spearman coefficients were used to assess
the variables’ correlations. The level of statistical significance was
set at p < 0.05 and was then lowered according to the Bonferroni
correction for multiple comparisons (for VAS, the p value was set
at <0.005 and for pain thresholds at <0.01).
The connectivity from VTAs was calculated for each patient.
Structural connectivity strength was defined as the number
of fiber tracts between VTA and the corresponding cortical
area. This procedure resulted in R-maps with Spearman’s rankcorrelation coefficients for each voxel. The independent variable
was defined as the VAS change (expressed in %), CPT change
(CPT before–after), and DBS motor response (UPDRS-III in the
off-medication before surgery–UPDRS-III off-medication/onstimulation) 12 months after surgery. We did not include in the
analysis the HPT because it did not change after the surgery.

For both sides, the ventral contacts were the most frequently
utilized as cathode (Table 1 shows the contacts and the
parameters applied in each brain sides). Spatially, most contacts
were located in the dorsal part of the STN (Figure 1 and
Supplementary Figure 2 illustrate the electrode position). The
patient with de novo pain after surgery had the electrodes set
posteriorly (Figure 1).
There was no relation between the VTA intersection of the
STN with VAS (n = 23, p = 0.174) or CPT changes (n =
32, p = 0.362) after surgery (Figure 2). Using the structural
connectivity between the VTAs and cortical areas described
above, we identified that the left prefrontal cortex (r = −0.528,
p = 0.001) and the right post-central gyrus (r = −0.323, p =
0.004) correlated negatively with VAS improvement (n = 23).
Additionally, the right prefrontal cortex (r = −0.517; p = 0.008)
correlated negatively with left CPT improvement (n=32). The
left prefrontal cortex (r = −0.666; p = 0.002), the left insular
cortex (r = −0.548; p = 0.003), and the left cingulate gyrus
anterior division (r = −0.547; p = 0.003) correlated negatively
with right CPT reduction, whereas there was a strong positive
correlation with the left SMA (r = 0.676; p = 0.002) (Figure 3).
Finally, there was a positive correlation between the DBS motor
response with the left SMA (r = 0.404; p = 0.011).

RESULTS
All 32 patients were included in the analysis. The mean duration
of the disease was 15.4 ± 8.1 years, and the Hoehn & Yahr offmedication score was 2.7 ± 0.6. Preoperative UPDRS-III scores
were 45.1 ± 12.3 in the off-medication and 16.8 ± 7.6 in the
on-medication conditions. After STN DBS, the UPDRS-III scores
in the off-stimulation/off-medication condition were 46.9 ± 13.4
and 23.9 ± 10.6 in the on-stimulation/off-medication condition
(49% of improvement).

DISCUSSION
Our primary findings were that: (i) STN DBS alleviates pain
intensity and reduces CPT 12 months after surgery in PD, but
these changes differed between patients and were not correlated
with each other; (ii) the VTA inside the STN does not explain
the variance in pain change after surgery; and (iii) the pattern of
the connectivity between the stimulated region and specific brain
cortical areas may be responsible for this variance in outcome.
This latter point reinforces the recent, growing evidence that,
although the targets for DBS in neurological disorders are
normally determined by specific anatomical regions (e.g., nucleus
or tracts), the ideal target may not necessarily be an anatomical
structure itself but rather a structurally connected region.
This has an obvious surgical targeting implication, but also
highlights the importance of postoperative symptom-oriented

Pain Outcomes
Twenty-three patients (71.9%) had pain related to PD before
the surgery. After STN DBS, eight patients (28.1%) remained
with pain under their regular pharmacological treatment (p <
0.001). In those who remained symptomatic, there was significant
reduction in pain intensity after surgery (VAS: before = 66.0 ±
24.1, after r = 42.5 ± 19.0, p = 0.011). One patient developed
dystonic pain after surgery in the left arm. Comparing to baseline,
STN DBS significantly decreased the CPT (reduced sensitivity to
cold pain) after surgery in both hands (left side before = 18.4 ±
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TABLE 1 | Cathode distribution and parameters applied in each subthalamic nucleus at 12 months after surgery.
Most ventral
(–)

Ventral (–)

Dorsal (–)

Most dorsal
(–)

Current (mA)

Pulse width
(µs)

Frequency
(Hz)

Left STN

12

15

04

01

2.5 ± 0.5

76.8 ± 17.4

131.8 ± 23.3

Right STN

11

17

13

01

2.6 ± 0.5

80.6 ± 20.7

131.8 ± 23.3

STN, subthalamic nucleus.

and A delta fibers, while the HPT being mainly dependent on
unmyelinated C fibers (32).
A functional study demonstrated, in PD, an abnormal paininduced activation in both sensory discriminative processing of
pain, as occurs in the insula, in affective motivational processing
of pain, as occurs in the cingulate cortex, and in cognitive areas,
such as the prefrontal cortex (28). In addition, levodopa reduced
pain-induced activation in those same overactive sensory areas.
Remarkably, we have recently shown in a different model (central
neuropathic pain), where the insula and anterior cingulate cortex
are known to be hyperactive, that non-invasive deep transcranial
magnetic stimulation of these structures not only was ineffective
in alleviating pain but also actually aggravated some aspects of
pain, especially in the insula group (33).
The STN is a small nucleus that projects fibers to both pallidal
divisions and to the substantia nigra and uses the excitatory
neurotransmitter glutamate to mediate its function (34). In
PD, the loss of GPe inhibition over the STN culminates with
high-level activity in this nucleus, leading to the distinctive
motor impairments seen in PD. The delivery of high-frequency
electrical impulses to the dorsolateral STN through DBS
interferes with the function of the STN and reduces its output,
alleviating the symptoms (orthodromic effect). In addition to the
decrement in STN output, DBS exerts its activity by modulating
passing fibers and afferent terminals, including those from the
cortex (antidromic effect). The stimulation of incoming fibers
could antidromically activate several cortical areas in a retrograde
manner, leading to widespread and heterogeneous effects at distal
sites (13). Along this line, the question raised by the present
study is whether the local stimulation of these different fibers that
project to the STN could influence pain outcomes, particularly
those fibers coming from sensory areas.
Most of the cortical afferents to the STN arise from the
primary motor cortex, SMA, and the dorsal and ventral premotor
cortex and predominantly innervate the dorsal aspects of the
nucleus (35). The limbic ventromedial portion of the STN
receives fibers from the prelimbic-medial orbital areas of the
prefrontal cortex (36). Somatosensory projections from the
cingulate cortex, somatosensory cortex, and insular cortex also
primarily project to the medial part of the STN, but a specific
somatotopy organization has not been described (37–40). We
have shown an anticorrelation between the activation of these
fibers and the improvement of pain after surgery. It is worth
highlighting that, overall, the patients experienced improved pain
intensity (except for one patient whose electrodes were located
posteriorly) and reduced CPT after surgery, but the degree
of this improvement among the patients was quite variable.
We hypothesized that avoiding stimulating sensory/pain-related

FIGURE 1 | Upper view of the lead placement and the active contact (red
highlighted) from all patients with pain before surgery (green electrodes)
localized in the subthalamic nucleus (STN). The red electrode represents the
patient who developed painful dystonia after surgery, showing the contact
posteriorly to the STN. Orange = STN, red = red nucleus.

programming in looking for the desired network within the same
structural DBS target.
It is well-known that STN DBS not only produces motor
improvements but also influences a set of non-motor symptoms,
including pain related to PD (5). In addition to pain relief, STN
DBS has also been associated with improved sensory detection
and pain thresholds, which are modified toward normal values
after surgery (7–9, 29). What is uncertain is whether the remote
effect of DBS mediated through structural connectivity could
account for those non-motor symptom changes or whether those
changes are due to a global improvement in motor function after
surgery. Accordingly, the current study utilized a DBS cohort (n
= 32) to explore the relationship between their sensory changes
and the structural connectivity of the VTA with specific brain
regions. We have found that the brain regions responsible for
central pain processing (11) were negatively correlated with the
effectiveness of STN DBS in ameliorating pain intensity and
induced cold pain, meaning that the higher the influence of the
STN on these areas, the lower the improvement in spontaneous
or induced pain after surgery. Interestingly, STN DBS affects
more the CPT than the HPT, probably reflecting the fact that
the HPT is usually less affected in PD patients (9). Additionally,
there are qualitative differences between thermal pain thresholds.
CPTs are highly modulated by top-down systems, such as the
opioidergic and cannabinoid ones, known to be influenced by
DBS (30, 31). Also, the CPT and the HPT are differentially
conveyed to the SNC, with the CPT being mediated by C
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FIGURE 2 | Illustration of the intersection between the volume of tissue activated (VAT) and subthalamic nucleus (STN) in mm3 . Orange = STN, red = red nucleus,
circumferential red circle around the electrode = VTA.

afferents to the STN seems to be reasonable in patients with
moderate/severe pain related to PD at baseline in order to
optimize the results. Because most of the sensory afferents enter
in the medial part of the STN, we hypothesize that the ideal VTA
should be located more laterally.
The present study was not intended or designed to find the
stimulation “hot spot” for pain improvement. The STN DBS in
PD probably modulates not only the nucleus itself but also a brain
network of converging neural pathways from different brain
regions as well as the nucleus outputs. It will probably be very
difficult to define a specific area of stimulation that is ideal for
improving both the motor and non-motor symptoms because it
is impossible to disentangle them with certainty, which highlights
the importance of personalized polarity and parameter trials in
each electrode based on individual responses and symptoms.
In line with a previous study where stronger connectivity
between the site of stimulation and the SMA was associated
with better motor improvement in PD patients (14), we found
a positive connection between the VTA and the SMA in
terms of the DBS motor response. Interestingly, the VTA–SMA
connectivity was also correlated with the CPT change after
surgery. Although we found that motor and non-motor (CPT)
changes may be correlated with the same brain area, previous
studies showed that there are no correlations between pain and
motor improvement after STN DBS (5, 11, 29). The changes in
pain and sensory thresholds after STN probably are a patchwork
of motor improvement and changes in motivation drive, in the
capacity of patients to perform more physical activity, central
mechanisms, and connectivity pattern (11).
Clinical and preclinical studies show that motor cortex
stimulation induces analgesia by activating descending
analgesic pathways (41). Motor cortex stimulation improves the
nociceptive threshold in rats via endogenous opioids, inhibiting
thalamic nuclei and activating the periaqueductal gray (42).
Additionally, electrophysiology and functional imaging studies

Frontiers in Neurology | www.frontiersin.org

have shown that motor cortex stimulation activates the brain
regions involved in the perception and/or emotional aspects of
pain, including the lateral thalamus, anterior cingulate cortex,
anterior insula, and periaqueductal gray (43). Interestingly, it
has been repetitively shown that precentral gyrus stimulation
by transcranial magnetic stimulation preferentially affects the
CPT toward analgesia (44) and that this effect is dependent
on endogenous opioids (45) and the availability of N-methylD-aspartate receptors (46). This suggests that CPT changes
may occur due to motor/premotor back-stimulation and
possibly serve as a marker of the stimulation that is delivered
to more dorsal-motor-related areas instead of more medialsensory/affective regions. Even so, because there is no correlation
between changes in motor and non-motor symptoms after STN
DBS, including pain and the CPT (5, 11), this assumption should
be interpreted with caution and clearly remains to be determined
in further studies.
In clinical practice, exploring the individual connectivity
profile between the chosen cathodes and corresponding activated
cortical regions would imply a more effective therapy based on
the patient’s motor and non-motor baseline status. For instance,
in patients with significant pain related to PD at baseline, the
cathode with higher SMA and lower sensory area connectivity
would be the best option. Along this line, considering the
new directional devices with more cathodes and consequently
more VTA options, more personalized programming based
on the patient’s connectivity profile could bring better
clinical results.
Our study has several limitations. First, the brain regions
correlated with the VTA varied between the pain dimensions
analyzed (VAS vs. pain thresholds) and between the sides
(right and left), which limits us from drawing a more robust
conclusion. In addition, due to the low alpha value after
Bonferroni correction, many important correlations should be
missed (type II error). Therefore, connectivity patterns that look
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and acquisition that involves operating unique high-power MRI
scanners that are particularly designed for connectivity imaging.
The connectome used in our study was created using the Gibbs
global tracking algorithm (16), which has the advantage of
reconstructing multiple fiber tracts passing through the ROIs
and VTAs we analyzed. The method is very computationally
consuming compared to other deterministic algorithms and,
although the fact that we did not use the DTI data of each
patient is a limitation to the study, it allowed us to identify
interesting structural relations among different brain regions in
this exploratory work. Moreover, a recent study evaluated the
connectivity between the VTA and brain regions through both
normative connectome from healthy subjects and a connectome
that was age, sex, and disease matched (PD) (14). Their
connectivity results (to predict motor outcome after STN DBS)
were highly correlated across patients using the normative vs.
PD connectome.
We decided to use a broad brain map parcellation, which
spans large parts of the cortex. Subsequently, a more specific
brain area connected to the VTA could not be identified,
and further studies using brain parcellation with smaller and
more specific cortical areas would be helpful in this issue.
Finally, another important point concerns the current models
of calculating the VTA. The models assume that the whole
VTA is activating the tissue, but, instead, the VTA represents
the volume of the electrostatic field, where the axons and cell
bodies receive electrons but may or may not be activated. This
limitation is intrinsic to the VTA models and should be refined
in future studies.
Taking our findings and the literature review together, we
can summarize that PD patients have higher pain prevalence
and abnormal pain thresholds compared to controls and that
the supraspinal areas involved in the nociceptive process are,
overall, overactivated. Deep brain stimulation improves pain
intensity and decreases sensitivity to cold pain and, in part, the
amount of this change occurs through antidromic activation of
the SMA (an area related to analgesia) and is associated with the
avoidance of activation of subcortical/cortical sensory circuitry
areas. Metabolic, electrophysiologic, and functional studies on
this matter could confirm our preliminary findings. Further
clinical studies are necessary to define how to work together with
the strengths of normative connectomes and connectivity data
from individual patients.

FIGURE 3 | Structural connectivity between the volume of tissue activated
and cortical areas. The brain map represents the cortical areas structurally
connected with the volume of tissue activated from a good responder
(improvement in pain intensity and cold pain threshold after surgery; red areas,
mainly located in the supplementary motor area) and a poor responder (blue
areas, mainly located anteriorly in the frontal lobe).
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